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works, can be found at the bottom of the
Secure Services Page.

Issued in Washington, DC on August 17,
2000.
Carol Rueter,
Director, Program Services Division, Office
of Headquarters Procurement Services.
[FR Doc. 00–21506 Filed 8–22–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Certification of the Radiological
Condition of the Kimble Property in
Hamilton, Ohio

AGENCY: Department of Energy.
ACTION: Notice of Certification.

SUMMARY: The Department of Energy
(DOE) has completed remedial actions
to decontaminate a property in
Hamilton, Ohio. Formerly, the property
was found to contain quantities of
residual radioactive material resulting
from materials received from the
Department of Energy Fernald Area
Office operations. Radiological surveys
show that the property now meets
applicable requirements for
radiologically unrestricted use.
ADDRESSES: The certification docket is
available at the following locations:
Public Reading Room, Room 1E–190,

Forrestal Building, U.S. Department of
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20585

Public Environmental Information
Center, U.S. Department of Energy,
10995 Hamilton-Cleves Highway,
Harrison, OH 45030.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jack
R. Craig, Director, Fernald Area Office,
U.S. Department of Energy, Cincinnati,
OH 45253, (513) 648–3101 Fax: (513)
648–3071.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The
Department of Energy, Ohio Field
Office, has conducted remedial action at
the Kimble Property in Hamilton, Ohio.
The remedial action, commenced in
1994, was conducted pursuant to
standards established in DOE Order
5400.5 for the purpose of protecting the
health and safety of the public against
radiation in conducting the
Department’s programs.

In 1973, DOE-Fernald declared
various materials from the Fernald Plant
to be surplus and subject to public sale.
Mr. Kimble, a plant employee at that
time, purchased a plant maintenance
bus, redwood from a plant cooling
tower, and items of construction
hardware. These materials were released
to Mr. Kimble for unrestricted use
according to then-applicable standards

(0.3 rad/hr) and were transported to the
Kimble property.

In 1994, at the request of the property
owner, DOE-Fernald performed a
radiological survey of the Kimble
property and identified contamination
in excess of the current DOE surface
contamination guidelines for beta-
gamma emitters. The survey revealed
that the radiactive contamination was
primarily associated with the redwood
and, to a lesser extent, with soil, pipes,
and assorted hardware. In addition to
investigating radioactive contamination,
DOE-Fernald noted the need to
investigate the potential migration from
ash or weathered redwood of arsenic
and chromium contaminants originating
from preservatives used to treat the
redwood. Remediation activities were
initiated in August, 1995 and were
concluded in June, 1996.

Post-remedial action surveys have
demonstrated and DOE has certified that
the subject property is in compliance
with the Department’s radiological
decontamination criteria and standards.
The standards are established to protect
members of the general public and
occupants of the properties and to
ensure that future use of the properties
will result in no radiological exposure
above applicable health-based
guidelines.

The certification docket will be
available for review between 9:00 a. m.
and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday
(except federal holidays) in the
Department’s Public Reading Room,
located in Room 1E–190 of the Forrestal
Building, 1000 Independence Avenue,
S.W., Washington, D.C. 20585. Copies of
the certification docket will also be
available in the DOE Public
Environmental Information Center, U.S.
Department of Energy, 10995 Hamilton-
Cleves Highway, Harrison, Ohio 45030.

DOE, through the Ohio Field Office,
has issued the following statement:

Statement of Certification: Kimble
Property, Hamiltion, Ohio DOE, Ohio
Field Office, has reviewed and analyzed
the radiological data obtained following
remedial action at the Kimble Property
(4090 Stillwell Road, Hamilton, Ohio;
Parcel Numbers 25, 26, and 46 filed in
Plat Book Hanover, Page 18 in the
records of Butler County, Ohio). Based
on analysis of all data collected,
including post-remedial action surveys,
DOE certifies that any residual
contamination which remains onsite
falls within current guidelines for use
without radiological restrictions. This
certification of compliance provides
assurance that reasonably foreseeable
future use of the property will result in
no radiological exposure above current
guidelines established to protect

members of the general public as well
as occupants of the site.

Property owned by Daniel and
Maxine Kimble: 4090 Stillwell Road,
Hamilton, Ohio 45013.

Issued in Dayton, OH on August 9, 2000.
Susan Brechbill,
Manager, Ohio Field Office.
[FR Doc. 00–21505 Filed 8–22–00; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6450–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy

Sources Sought for Superconductivity
Program for Electric Power Systems

AGENCY: Golden Field Office; Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy; Department of Energy (DOE).
ACTION: Notice of Financial Assistance
Solicitation—DOE Superconductivity
Partnership Initiative (SPI) Program.

SUMMARY: The DOE Office of Power
Technologies intends to issue a
solicitation for proposals under which
several competitive financial assistance
awards will be made in support of the
DOE SPI Program in Fiscal Year 2001.
Expression of interest in this solicitation
is requested at this time. In addition, it
is requested that interested parties
comment regarding the approach to be
followed in the anticipated solicitation
as described below.
DATES: DOE is requesting expressions of
interest and comments in responding to
the contemplated solicitation by August
31, 2000.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: U.S.
Department of Energy, Golden Field
Office, 1617 Cole Boulevard, Golden,
CO 80401. The Project Engineer is
Russell Eaton, at (303) 275–4740 or e-
mail at russellleaton@nrel.gov. The
Contract Specialist is James McDermott,
at FAX: (303) 275–4788 or e-mail at
jimlmcdermott@nrel.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The office
of Power Technologies of the DOE
Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy (EERE) intends to
issue a solicitation in early Fiscal Year
2001 for SPI. DOE, as part of its
Superconductivity Program for Electric
Power Systems, is currently pursuing
the development of electric power
equipment incorporating High
Temperature Superconductors (HTS)
through its SPI. The purpose of the SPI
is to accelerate the time for the initial
commercialization of energy-saving HTS
electric power equipment. DOE intends
to share the costs of the projects to be
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awarded under this new solicitation
with industry partners’ contributions
being at least half of a project’s costs
(statutory requirement). DOE intends
that its industry partners will be
vertically integrated teams composed of
equipment manufacturers, HTS wire
and coil suppliers, component
suppliers, and end users (primarily
utilities). Each partnership may, at its
option, utilize via a Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) with any of the DOE’s national
laboratories. The laboratory could
contribute specialized capabilities,
facilities, or equipment to the project
that would complement the
partnership’s needs. These teams carry
out the multi-year technology
developmental efforts, consisting of
design, construction, installation and
testing phases. The DOE currently has
seven SPI projects for the following
equipment: flywheel energy storage
system, magnetic separator unit, motors,
transformers, and underground AC
cables. DOE is eager to increase the
diversity of its portfolio of HTS power
system applications.

DOE is contemplating issuing a
solicitation early in FY2001 in response
to the continuing interest in the SPI by
its industrial stakeholders and due to
the impressive technical progress by the
participating industry teams involved in
current SPI activities with DOE. DOE
anticipates that awards will be made to
teams for projects ranging in size from
hundreds of thousands of dollars to
several million dollars per year and for
project periods of up to four years.
Subject to the availability of funds, it is
anticipated that the DOE funding for the
contemplated solicitation will be no
more than $7 million in the first year,
and no more than $9 million for each of
the following 3 years. The SPI awards
will be cost-shared cooperative
agreements between DOE and the prime
of the industry-led team. The
anticipated solicitation intends to
combine the requirement of earlier SPI
solicitations for the development of full-
scale, pre-commercial power
applications, utilizing essentially
available HTS conductors, e.g., BSCCO
multi-filamentary tapes and forms. The
solicitation also intends to assess the
potential impacts of replacing available
HTS conductors with promising coated
HTS conductors, currently under
development, into the proposed power
application. DOE also expects the
solicitation will require that the
application include an energy and
economic benefits analysis, technical
performance expectations, product or

system design studies, and a business
plan for product introduction.

Respondents to this notice should
notify DOE of their interest in
submitting a proposal to the anticipated
solicitation. In addition, information or
comments to assist in drafting the
solicitation will be appreciated.

Issued in Golden, Colorado, on August 15,
2000.

Matthew A. Barron,
Contracting Officer, Golden Field Office.
[FR Doc. 00–21503 Filed 8–22–00; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 6450–01–P

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. MG00–6–003]

Dominion Resources, Inc. and
Consolidated Natural Gas Company;
Notice of Filing

August 17, 2000.

Take notice that on August 1, 2000,
Dominion Resources, Inc. and
Consolidated Natural Gas Company
(CNG) submitted a compliance filing as
required by the May 17, 2000 Order on
Compliance Filing, 91 FERC 61,140
(2000), and the May 17, 2000 Standards
of Conduct Order, 91 FERC ¶ 61,141
(2000).

CNG states that it has served copies of
this filing to all parties on the service
list.

Any person desiring to be heard or to
protest said filing should file a motion
to intervene or protest with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, 888
First Street, NE, Washington, D.C.
20426, in accordance with Rules 211 or
214 of the Commission’s Rules of
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.211
or 385.214). All such motions to
intervene or protest should be filed on
or before September 1, 2000. Protests
will be considered by the Commission
in determining the appropriate action to
be taken but will not serve to make
protestants parties to the proceeding.
Any person wishing to become a party
must file a motion to intervene. Copies
of this filing may be viewed on the web
at http://www.ferc.fed.ud/online/
rims.htm (call 202–208–2222 for
assistance).

David P. Boergers,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 00–21443 Filed 8–22–00; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 6717–01–M

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

[Docket No. CP00–435–000]

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America; Notice of Application

August 17, 2000.
Take notice that on August 10, 2000,

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America (Natural), 747 East 22nd Street,
Lombard, Illinois, 60148, filed an
application pursuant to section 7(b) of
the Natural Gas Act (NGA) and the
Commission’s Regulations to abandon
interests in offshore lateral, tap and
meter facilities and requests a
determination that following
abandonment, that the facilities will be
non-jurisdictional gathering facilities,
all as more fully set forth in the
application on file with the Commission
and open to public inspection. This
filing may be viewed on the web at
http:www.ferc.fed.us/online/rims.htm
(call 202–208–2222 for assistance.).

Any questions regarding this
application should be directed to James
J. McElligott, Senior Vice President,
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America, 747 East 22nd Street,
Lombard, Illinois 60148 (630) 691–3525.

Specifically Natural requests:
(1) Permission and approval to

abandon, by sale to Green Canyon Pipe
Line Company, L.P., successor to Green
Canyon Pipe Line Company, L.L.C.
(Green Canyon), a nonjurisdictional
gathering company, Natural’s
10.60610% interest in 16.82 miles of 24-
inch diameter offshore lateral
originating in Mustang Island (MUI)
Block 758A, offshore, Texas and
terminating in Matagorda Island (MI)
Block 686, offshore, Texas including
related tap facilities and appurtenances
(MUI 758A Lateral);

(2) Permission and approval to
abandon, by sale to Green Canyon,
Natural’s 35.00% interest in the MUI
758A Receiving Station consisting of a
dual 6-inch meter and liquids extraction
and dehydration equipment and
appurtenances (MUI 758A Receiving
Station) located on the MUI 758
platform authorized in Docket Nos.
CP81–215–000 and 001; and

(3) A determination in the
Commission’s order that following
abandonment, and upon transfer to
Green Canyon, the relevant interests in
the MUI 758A Lateral and MUI 758A
Receiving Station will become part of
Green Canyon’s gathering system and
will be nonjurisdictional and not subject
to NGA regulation by the Commission,
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